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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Before knowing about the Authors it is important to understand why the education is important? Has Education 
is known as the process of facilitating, learning, developing knowledge, skills, beliefs, and habits. Education methods 

include teaching, training, storytelling, discussion, and direct research. Education can take place in formal and informal 

settings. It influences the way one thinks, feels or act. Publishers are the one who brings books for the readers and give 

royalty to the authors too. Authors present accurate information as well as design the proper objectives of his/her along 
with the publisher so that they can deliver the best selling books for their readers. It is been important the publisher 

should select the best writer for publishing their book for the readers. Not only the author who writes plays a vital role 

but also publisher plays that important part in publishing up either  Novels or textbooks. Publisher should have first 
reader who is expertise and can give a clarity that whether everything is perfect in author writing. So that book should 

not have any grammatical mistakes, should have clarity sentences that can easily help readers to understand.  

One who writes Novel and one who writes Textbook uses different Methodology in their writings. 

This research is done on the basis How authors of Novel and Textbook differ from each other.  
Whether they have any significant link with each other? 

And the methodology that authors uses describes the broad philosophical underpinning to ones chosen research methods. 

One should be clear about the academic basis. 

 

2. DIFFERENCE IN AUTHOR WRITING NOVEL & TEXTBOOK  

Methodology in writing Novel: 

 The most crucial step is to summarize the book in 1-2 sentences. 

 Cover the main elements of book i.e Synopsis 

 After synopsis is prepared its time to outline book i.e to work on the the structure of your book. 

 Next step is write with abandon this is the longest step in the process. 

 Setting weekly goal for writing work like by setting no of words to be completed by particular time. 

 

3. PHASES OF WRITING BOOK: 

 Beginning: It means what  to write ? and How to write it? 

 Staying motivated: Always should be self-motivated & overwhelm 

 Finishing:It means to check manuscript before final publish.  

 

4. METHODOLOGY IN WRITING TEXTBOOK: 

Author who writes textbook uses different methodology 
writing of textbook differ from author to author  

 

Abstract: Education is one of the important parts in today's world. Has the main agenda of education is to educate 
individuals within the society so that one can be well Qualified, prepared and have the skills to work in economy 

and teaches the values and morals of society. Through education one is been socialized and keep society smoothing 

and stable The purpose of this research is to know how the authors write the books. Has it been studied that 
methodology is differently used by authors to authors. Author who writes Novels and One who Writes the Academic 

Textbooks use different method. The research has been done through Primary and Secondary Data. Interview 

method is used under primary and websites, online videos of authors are been used as secondary data. It is hoped 
that this research will significant about the difference in writing novels and textbooks that even en-light how 

authors role plays their crucial part for readers. 
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Following Methods are use by the author for writing their contents: 

 Referring of Reference books and Articles from Library or ordering best reference book through online.  

 Sorting out the contains according to the desired syllabus designed by the respective university. 

 Writing the contains chapter wise. 

 Preparing Question and Answer as per the lessons. 

 Handing over all the materials to the approached publisher. 

 

4. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

To understand about the Authors and publishers there has been Many Articles, Journals and debate took placed. 

Some of the contributions are as follow. 

What is the role of a publisher? 
Fraser Sherman August 08, 2019 

How publisher pays back to their readers by 
providing them with quality book. 

The relationship between Author and publisher and 

their Mutual obligations By- Jane Palfreyman 

Article that show how author and publishers are 

interrelated in one aspects. 

The Book publishing  Albert Greco -1997 
 

It has an information about a cultural and commercial 
perspective that affects on book publishing. 

An Editors life: Diana Athill, 2000 Book which focus on pitfalls of making books. 

Why hire a literacy Agent July1,2013 An article focusing on why new authors look for 

literary agents. 

Responsibilities of author and publisher 

Universal journal 

Journal focused on maintaining the standard of 

Ethics. 

 

5. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH: 

 To identify the concept of education. 

 To know about the Author and publisher. 

 To study the importance of authors in writing books. 

 To analyses the working strategies of the publishers. 

 To analyse about the difference in writing novels and textbook. 

 To study various methodology used by the author writing novels and one writing textbook. 

 

5.1. HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 
H(0) states that there is no significant link between novel and textbook authors 

H(1) states that there is significant link between novel and textbook authors. 

 

6. METHOD:  
Research methodology introduces overall design of the study which includes the methodology adopted for 

carrying out the research study and various phases of this research. This study has been conducted with prime objective 

of identifying the role of authors and publisher in nation building. Primary method and secondary method has been used 

for this research. Personal interview with textbook author has been conducted so as to get an accurate information.  

7. RESEARCH DESIGN: 
In order to satisfy the objectives of the research the study employs both exploratory and descriptive research 

design. For basic knowledge exploratory design has been used and for analyzing the significant descriptive research 

design has been used 

8. DATA COLLECTION: 

Primary data:-  personal interview 

Secondary data:-   

 website links 

 Articles 

 

8.1. Sampling 

To understand the role of textbook author, 2 authors were been personally interviewed. 
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS THROUGH ANALYSIS OF DATA: 

 Fail early & Try again should be the first motive. 

 Decide what the book is all about. 

 Set a daily word count goal. 

 Setting a time to work on your book everyday that will help to accomplish the goal. 

 Giving oneself weekly deadlines. 

 One should design the book not for a look but for giving the best to their readers should that readers can get good 
knowledge and enhance their skills by motivating oneself through authors words. 

 Publisher should provide readers the best book that could enhance their quality. 

 Publishers before publishing should do clarification of all the sentences and grammatical mistakes. 

 Author should take good ample time so that they can provide the excellent design for the readers. 

 One who writes the Novel should always motivate oneself. 

 Textbook authors should approach the best stage publisher should that their lagging can be clarified and can be 

improved. 
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